ACCOUNTABILITY REPORTING

Coronavirus Deaths Were Likely Missed in Michigan, Death Certificates Suggest

Analysis in the hard-hit state underscores broader challenges of assessing virus's toll

EXPLANATORY VISUALIZATION

BACKGROUND STATISTICS

Why Israel is leading the world in vaccinating its population

Israel’s vaccination rate is nearly 7 times America’s. Here’s how they did it.
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Administrative records w/ identifiers
- Death certificates
- 911/999 calls
- Spending
- Use of force

Open data / micro data
- Crime reports
- Census microdata
- Budgets

Analysis-friendly statistical compilations
- COVID case counts
- School performance

Dashboards
- COVID dashboard
- Local health indicators

Accountability

Visualization

Background
Implications

- Release as much detail as possible
- Don't assume you know the purpose
- Provide background
- Train journalists on the qualities of the data
- Numeracy